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The most important people in this class . . . are the students, then of course the TAs.  Contact at TA about the course work or about a gr

meet to review an ISSUE.



ANNOUNCEMENTS 



SECOND GRADED DELIVERABLE IS DUE   

JANUARY 27, 2017  

before 11:59PM 



★  Who 

•  What 

o   When 

§   Where 

✤  Why  

๏  How

Critical Thinking

Success!

Most careers are affected by urban planning -- to work in a globalized world you need to think critically!  This class will focus entir

planning.  The goal is too teach you critical thinking - not to make you experts on urban planning. 



Because, we learned from employers that the key to employment in the 21st Century is critical thinking skills.



★  Who 

•  What 

o   When 

§   Where 

✤  Why  

๏  How

When writing memos:



REVIEW - Introduction

• What    PUP 301 - Introduction to Urban Planning 

• Who          Dr. Michael Lyon & the TAs 

• When        M/W 3:05p - 4:20p  

• Where       NEEB Hall 

• How       Develop Critical Thinking Skills

• Why          Opportunities 

• prepare for employment 

• learn about urban planning 

• become an activist 

• don’t lose your panties  



REVIEW - Cities

• What    Cities - the origin of civilization

• Who     Hunter gatherers  

• When   5500 BCE (7000+ years ago)

• Where       Mesopotamia (btwn Tigris & Euphr

• How        Permanent settlements 

• Why           Opportunities 

• employment / trade 

• social interactions  

• culture / entertainment 

• security (physical / food / wa



REVIEW - History of Urban Planning

• What    Planning the form of cities

• Who     Leaders, planners and citizens

• When   from the very beginning  

• Where       Administration of city 

• How        Separate location of activities 

• Why           Improve livability  

• zone uses 

• create social interactions  

• increase trade / business 

• security (physical / food / wa



IN THE NEWS!



Urban planners have a formal method for determining crowd sizes . . . we don’t count everyone.



2017 2009



I don’t care WHAT you are thinking I care about HOW are you thinking . . .





POLICE POWER OF THE S

HEALTH, SAFETY AND PUBLIC WELF

LECTURE TOPIC:  

Cities have an administrative or legal system around which people organize . . .  

Polis . . . the greek/latin word for city



HAS THE POWER?



“Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness .

Other documents that precede the Constitution are dicta (authoritative but not binding) including the Declaration of

Union (no president and no national court).



and the Articles of Confederation and Perpetual Union (no president and no national court).



The Constitution of 1789 (13 years after independence) never mentions cities or towns and isn’t completely cle

governments. The States created the federal government . . . rather than the reverse. But, in the 21st Century . . .



The powers of the city, county, state and federal government are determined by the Supreme Court of the United S



This has led to the perception that the federal government is the source of most revenue for states and cities (urban ar

control over the behavior of states and cities



In a place like Arizona, that may be true because we receive more than we pay to the federal government.  



There is an unequal distribution of federal funding . . . some states get more than they contribute back from … others much less.

of federal monies.



Some states pay much more per capita to the Federal government. 



But - in urban planning - we are largely concerned with local government (a creation of a state government).



Money from Federal government is most likely to go to people in a community . . . not the local government.





are the power of cities? 

All power transferred or authorized by the state in which they are formed.



The most obvious power of the government is its ability to spend money on projects. Here we see the Mill Avenue bridge ne

of this bridge, they began to form the shape of the Tempe to come.



$2 billion public investment will have huge impact on private investment and/or value. Stakeholders - the term we use to describe par

great beneficiaries of this investment, as well as, commuters.



How many poor people will this system serve?





This has lead to complaints of economic injustice because these transportation systems tend to miss poor people - those most in need of



The less obvious power of government is to control land use within its boundaries. And, as you can see in this map of

the use of land. These restrictions can be extreme. They include height and set back 



These controls are not just on the use of property - smart growth.



But things like building codes that restrict the height, density, and setbacks. These rules/regulations depending on the city can contr

spaces, signage, type and amount/location of landscaping . . . nearly everything that you might imagine can be r



LA City Hall . . . 



Cities remain creatures of the state . . . despite - largely - raising their own revenue. 



This is why a state legislature can interfere with a city government. 





Some are limited as ll powers of the cities are delegated from the state government . . . cities are extensions or cr

Arizona has the ability to over rule the actions of a individual mayor and council.



were these powers developed?

Although there is no written record, from the archeological record it appears that city planning was occurring as e



19th Century cities tended to be very dense places with little distinction between commercial and residential uses.



Garbage literally piled up on the streets 



If your horse dies in the street . . . you leave it were it fell.



The cities were densely packed because people were confined to walking or riding in a vehicle powered by horses.



Sewerage systems were - rudimentary at best. Out of 70,000 homes in London, 17,000 had their own well the r





In New York, the reeking loads were sometimes carted off to country farms to be used as fertilizer. But more often they wer

into the Hudson or East Rivers (and sometimes mistakenly onto the private boats below), creating a stinking, festering shor





Diseases like chicken pox, cholera, diphtheria, consumption, small pox and tuberculosis would spread rapidly in such conditions.



In 1854 a deadly cholera epidemic in the London led a physician (John Snow) to map the deaths and he noted tha

convinces the local council to remove the handle from the pump and the epidemic immediately comes to an end





The water was contaminated with human waste and was the source of the disease. 



As flush toilets were introduced to London in the 1850s their waste was piped directly to the River Thames. Hot we

effluent in the River Thames.



The authorities accepted a proposal from the civil engineer (Joseph Bazalgette) to move the effluent along a series of

metropolitan area. Work started at the beginning of 1859 and lasted until 1875. To aid the drainage, pumping sta

pipes. 



This is not just a 19th Century problem . . . it is still a problem today.



Motorola used TCE and then dumped it in the back yard . . . to evaporate!





is it possible?

How is it possible that governments have so much power over the people?



“the public health, safety and welfar

Each state is responsible for the “the public health, safety and welfare” of its citizens.



These issues (disease and smell) led to the introduction of two theories of law that we still recognize today: Nuisance Laws - the power to cur

and Police Power which permits government to restrict private activities in order to protect “the public he



ARE THESE RESTRICTIONS NECESSAR



The earliest uses of this power was to close noxious industrial uses like slaughterhouses and glue factories that wer
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In 1916, New York City adopted the first zoning regulations to apply citywide as a reaction to The Equitable Building which tower

availability of sunshine. These laws set the pattern for zoning in the rest of the country. New York City went on to develop ever mor

regulations, air rights and others for specific neighborhoods.



It was a fight for sun that led to the type of urban planning (i.e., zoning) that we use today. And, of course, using computers we employ sophistica

will impact other properties.



Overtime these powers evolved into things like zoning requirements. Zoning is the way the governments contr

individual property may be put. Zoning laws typically specify the areas in which residential, industrial, recreational or commer



Many object to this violation of private property rights!





This public control over private property involves the the imposition of uncompensated loses on a property owner

value . . .



These people argue that the most basic private property rights were violated by these actions and, have in the past,



They often cite the "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness" phrase in the United States Declaration of Independence.

which the Declaration says have been given to all human beings by their Creator, and which governments are cr

Supreme Court but not binding it.



There have been many challenges to these zoning laws. Largely, because, he Constitution never mentions cities or towns and isn’t cle

federal and state governments.



No person shall be held to answer for a 

capital, or otherwise infamous crime,

on a presentment or indictment of a Gr

Jury, except in cases arising in the land or 

naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual 

service in time of War or public danger; nor 

shall any person be subject for the same 

offence to be twice put in jeopardy of

limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal 

case to be a witness against himself, nor be 

deprived of life, liberty, or property, without 

due process of law; nor shall private 

property be taken for public use, without 

just compensation.
5
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However, one amendment to the Constitution is often cited as the basis of an ideology that private property rights ar



One of the first challenges to zoning laws to reach the Supreme Court of the US was Village of Euclid, Ohio v. Ambler R

zoning ordinance had substantially reduced the value of the land by limiting its use. The Court held that zoning or

power and did not have the character of arbitrary fiat, and thus it was not unconstitutional.



Based on multiple decisions from the Supreme Court over the last 90 years it has been concluded that most land-use contr



This includes the designation of of areas for various private and public uses. 



This includes the designation of a system of transportation facilities/systems.



For not just motorized vehicles, but bikes and skateboards too.



This includes the designation of a system of community service facilities.



This includes the Designation of historic areas and areas for urban renewal.



is this different than eminent dom



Eminent domain is when the government BUYS your land for a public use. This is different than zoning where ther



Most people agree when the land is being purchased for a public purpose. 







Eminent Domain is often used to acquire sufficient land to build large scale projects like stadiums. The city is acquiring priva

organization. San Diego Padres required a substantial amount of land for a new stadium. When property owners r

56 eminent domain actions in just the first phase of land acquisition.





The facts of the case are well known. Susette Kelo, a long-time resident of New London, Connecticut, fought back against a priva

Corporation that wanted to destroy her Fort Trumbull neighborhood and replace it with new development to incr

with New London, and forced Kelo to move out of her little pink home.



Not just protecting homes . . . but businesses too.



In the past, such public services as power lines and pipelines, like roadways, have been considered covered by eminent domain .







Big movements have risen on both political extremes (conservative and liberal) that these abuses are wrong.



Arizona Proposition 207, a 2006 ballot initiative officially titled the "Private Property Rights Protection Act", requir

a decrease in the property's value, and also prevents government from exercising eminent domain on behalf of

numerous states following the United States Supreme Court's Kelo v. City of New London decision.



IS THIS NECESSARY?









This - of course - does not apply to a private company seeking to assemble property for project. Often they



Without using eminent domain, it is hard to place a stadium within a city near transportation corridors.  You end up placing them wher



The Coyotes Arena (Hockey) has failed and they are now looking for a location closer to the users.



If the Phoenix Suns want a new arena (and they do) how do you find the space in a crowded downtown Phoenix?



When construction of public facilities impacts people . . . who pays?



• What    Police Power (not the police)

• Who     Elected City Councils (under S

• When   From early 1900s in US 

• Where       City Hall (State Legislature)

• How        Zoning / Public Infrastructur

• Why           Health, Safety and Public 

• clean environment 

• control nuisances   

• protect neighbors    

REVIEW - Power of Cities








